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How to Stay Calm & Productive in Times of Crisis 

If you have felt the least bit confused, nervous or overwhelmed this is the session for you. If
you have asked yourself whether you are over or under-reacting, then this is for you. If you
or your business have been in any way negatively impacted this webinar is for you.

(Mike’s response COVID-19)Crisis Response Series

**Any of the webinars below can be customized for your audience and presented live or prerecorded.

Leading Through Times of Crisis

Uncertainty, anxiety and confusion are everywhere. They need a leader who sees the world
accurately, responds appropriately and leads them forward. You must lead them. This is
your opportunity to help them see how they can navigate this unprecedented period in
human history.  You need resources, clarity, and a plan. You need a coping strategy.
 

This is your opportunity to help your followers see how they can navigate this
unprecedented period in human history, and I want you to be fully equipped.

How to Stay Optimistic and Help Others do the Same

In one hour, you will learn the behaviors necessary to handle whatever events come your
way with a greater sense of optimism and rigorous commitment to realism.  You have
things to deal with every day.  Some of them are positive.  Some of them are negative.  It’s
unwise to ignore either.  Your ability to deal effectively with the things that come your way
is largely based on how optimistic you are.  Would it surprise you to know that optimism
and pessimism are not moods or feelings?  Do you know that you can change the way your
brain works by using some basic science?  Optimism is not rationalization.  Positive
thinking is not enough.  Here is an opportunity to learn and apply the power of optimism.  
 

Originally recorded as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Mike’s Crisis
Response webinar, contains practical advice for responding to any crisis. 
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How to Manage The Re-Opening: 
What to Do and What to Avoid

Perhaps things will not get BACK to normal. Maybe some things have changed for
good. We are about to find out.“Reopening” is a phrase that is being used everywhere, but
what does “reopening” mean to you? How do you feel about it? Some are happy, some
are uncomfortable, some are hopeful. How about you? Regardless of how you feel, you are
going to have to deal with it. How will you do that? How will you handle those that
“reopen” differently than you? This webinar is an opportunity to think through those
questions and establish a reopening for yourself at home and at work.
 

Leading People Out of Turbulent Times : 
The Secrets to Success in Any Circumstance

You lead with the best intentions. You care about the people you lead. You are clear about
what high performance looks like. You are also human. You have much to do. You have
people that expect you to set the direction and provide the resources necessary for them to
be successful. Most days you succeed. Most often you feel confident. However, when
turbulence, disruption or crisis hit even the best leaders need help. The most competent
leaders seek counsel. High performing leaders are wise enough to seek resources that
enhance the process of recovery from the crisis. It is one thing to lead when IN the storm, it
is another to lead when the storm has passed. In this virtual event you will get exactly that;
counsel and resources that will help you map the path after the crisis has passed.
 



How to Build Momentum & Avoid Complacency

Avoiding complacency and building momentum are two of the most critical things you can do in
order to develop a high performance culture.In this webinar Mike teaches the real definition of
complacency and how it has nothing to do with what most believe it does, the three keys to building
and sustaining momentum and how to extinguish complacency effectively.

Creating a Space for Growth

The key to creating a positive influence on others is by focusing first on you.  Becoming the best
possible version of yourself is paramount to not only living your life to the fullest, but to becoming the
most influential with your life. In this webinar Mike teaches participants how to create a space to
grow, improve, and develop oneself in order to influence those around you.

Identifying Your High Gain Activity

What is the one activity, that if you did it all the time, would have the most profitable and
productive impact on your work and your life? Join Mike as he teaches participants how to
identify that activity as well as the 3 keys to enhancing results without pushing and grinding and
how to decrease the life draining impact of people and circumstances that are negative and
unproductive.

What’s That Supposed to Mean?  The Keys to Clarity & Communication

One of the most important skills you can have in life is the ability to communicate well. So then why
are so many of us so bad at it? Here Mike looks at the bad communication habits and how to break
them. You will walk away knowing how to be certain you are understood every time, the most
critical skill that all great communicators use effectively and the pitfalls to avoid if you want to be
great at communication.

Success Through Replication

Gain insight and actionable advice about how to build upon your previous successes to continue
improving your performance and relationships. Mike also explains the three seldom understood
things you can do right now without changing a thing to enhance results and relationships, the one
key step you can take that will get your energy focused effectively, and how to build a boundary
driven life that will increase your contentment and satisfaction in all areas of your life.
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Additional Webinar Content 

From Clarity to Discipline

Perhaps there has never been a time in our lives where clarity and discipline were any more important
than they are today. Join Mike at the dawn of 2020 as he shares his journey through 2019, what he
learned and how you can be clearer in any year.


